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Curriculum Work : Years 1 and 2 are on paper!
The Office of Academic Affairs extends its thanks to faculty for their work on
getting the year 1-2 draft of our educational program on paper.
As we continue to find ways to improve on the quality of the pre-clerkship
program, faculty paused in their planning in order to critically examine the
organization of those years in view of the planning accomplished so far. A recent
series of weekly meetings has produced a new schematic where formal time is
allocated to comprehensive assessments and an optimized sequence of courses
is designed. The new schematic will be presented at an upcoming meeting of the
Transition Curriculum Committee.

Thank you to Renee Coffman for joining a faculty
discussion meeting on October 14. During the hour, we
continued exploring assessments in medical education, in
the context of the Roseman Mastery Learning approach.

This and that around the College...









Dr. Tom Hunt has published a Medical Student Bridge Program Case to
the AAMC MedEdPORTAL peer-reviewed collection. The resource guides
medical students through initial steps of thinking through a clinical
scenario; it can be accessed here.
Dr. Rouel Roque has been reviewing grants for the American Heart
Association.
The Roseman Medical Group (RMG) recorded its first payment for medical
services on October 17, 2016. Congratulations to RMG and many more!
Dr. Chris Burns has been reviewing grants for the Department of Defense.
The "COM Chat and Learn" series has been sponsoring public servicetype events for faculty and staff at the Summerlin Campus. Thank you to
attendees for the Home Preparedness and Living Will events.
Dr. Bruce Morgenstern was visiting professor in Pediatrics and Medical
Education at Our Lady of the Lake Regional Medical Center in Baton

Rouge.
Questions, news item? email oaacom@roseman.edu

Faculty Meeting on Thursday October 27th, 2016
The monthly faculty meeting welcomes both faculty and community faculty. As
the College continues to develop, the meeting will now focus on topics of
governance, as explained in the COM By-Laws document.
Time is 5h30-6h30 pm in the Research Building room 1020, to allow everyone to
join in the proceedings.
Questions? email oaacom@roseman.edu

Welcome new faculty
Dr. Jaya Pamidimukkula joined the Department of Biomedical Sciences in April
2016, from Touro University Nevada. Dr. Pamidimukkula pursued doctoral and
post-doctoral work in pharmacology at the University of Missouri-Columbia. She
holds a FPGEC license and was on faculty of the School of Pharmacy at the
University of Houston. She has taught in online and classrom settings, in the
areas of neuroscience, pharmacology and scientific communications.
Dr. Alvin Lin joined the Department of Family Medicine in August 2016. Dr. Lin is
a board-certified family physician and geriatrician. He has held academic positions
at several medical schools and received numerous Top Doctor awards. Dr. Lin
has lectured and published nationally on many topics related to the fields of
geriatrics and health and is involved with many local nonprofit organizations such
as the Clark County Alzheimer’s Action Network.
Dr. Carolyn Glaubensklee joined the Department of Biomedical Sciences in
September 2016. She was most recently Associate Professor of Physiology
at A.T. Still University School of Osteopathic Medicine and has extensive
experience in medical student education in both discipline-specific and
interdiscliplinary course settings. She obtained her graduate degrees from the
University of New Mexico School of Medicine.

Roseman University Forum
Hot off the press! A Forum will be held on October 27th at 3pm, via videolink in
the Research Building room 2801. All employees are encouraged to attend to hear
more about current and future activities of the University.
The Forum will last one hour. Items covered are related to the College of
Medicine, University Financials and University Strategic Plan.

LCME accreditation process launch set
for November.
Please join the Office of Academic Affairs on Tuesday
November 1st at 3pm, for a get-together to launch our
accreditation process.
Our various documents received favorable comment, yet the Data Collection
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Instrument will require review and editing to reflect progress. Let's get this process
off to a great start with a toast and cookies. Watch for an invitation!

Click HERE for past issues.

Contact the Office of Academic Affairs at oaacom@roseman.edu or 702-802-2851

